
Thank you for purchasing our HLIFX_002 - RALF Lighting Control Board from the Hobby Link International Shop! We 
hope that you will enjoy using this control board for your lighting effects needs. This board will produce one of four lighting effects: 
flickering for fire or thrusters, glitching for malfunctioning lights and power, a slow fade for aliens, monsters/horror and finally 
some faster, more random pulses for reactors and power sources. We have designed this board to be simple in application, whilst also 
considering some of the atmospheric effects you might see in dioramas, vignettes and damaged ships and/or other craft.

Please take the time to carefully, and thoroughly, read and understand these instructions. Any use of this board beyond our 
recommendations or stated limits, or ignoring any and all warnings is at your own risk. We also take no responsibility if you physically 
alter or modify the board, or mishandle it in any way. If you have any questions, do not hesitate to contact us using the available 
information at the end of these instructions. 

Included with your kit should be:
-  1 x Control Board (HLIFX_002)

Other things you will or may also need:
-  Hookup Wire and Heat Shrink Tubing
-  Wire Cutters/Strippers
-  A Soldering Iron or Soldering Station
-  Solder with a Flux or Rosin Core
-  One or two in-line switches. Either of the push-button latching or toggle type.

SECTION 1: Let’s begin with an overview of the board. On the left is a top down view, the right is bottom up. We have placed 
connection labels on the underside of the board to save space.

Points A thru E are the control and lighting pins for the board. VIN and GND are your connections for power. The board is tolerant for 
both 9V and 12V DC, so you can use either one to power the board. +5V is a five volt output pin, but it is not used for the RALF 
circuit, so you can leave it disconnected. You can solder wire directly to these thru-hole connections, use male header pins, or any other 
method you prefer. 

SECTION 2:   This section will show you how to connect your LEDs to the board.

Several different types or colors of LEDs can be used with this board, including but not limited to: 3mm, 5mm and surface mount LEDs. 
Below is the standard configuration for a 3mm or 5mm LED (left) and the schematic symbol for an LED (right.)
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The wiring diagram for a typical circuit, being driven at 9V, is shown below. Study it carefully and become familiar with it. Your LEDs 
WILL need to be current limited using dropper resistors, with recommended values for 9V power shown in the diagram.

The LEDs will be driven from your 9V-12V power supply, so, if you choose to wire them yourself:

At 9V power, we recommend using at least 470 Ohm, ¼ Watt rated resistors.
At 12V power, we recommend using at least 680 Ohm, ¼ Watt rated resistors.
You can use pre-resistored LEDs, as long as they are rated for AT LEAST the voltage of your DC power supply.

A description of each pin’s function and how to wire them to your circuit now follows:

VIN:  This is the connection for your + voltage supply line. THE BOARD IS OPTIMIZED TO WORK AT 9V-12V POWER. We 
           recommend the use of an AC-DC wall adapter/transformer if you are going to be driving more than a handful of LEDs 
           with this board.

GND:  This is your ground connection, or the negative power connection if you are using a battery or similar source.

+5V:  This pin has a voltage of +5 volts from the onboard power circuitry. This pin is meant for other designs that may require the need 
          for 5V, but it is not needed for the RALF circuit.   You can ignore this pin and leave it disconnected.  
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A:  This point is where you will connect one set of LEDs. Multiple LEDs in parallel (up to 12) can be connected to this channel as 
      shown above. The primary power line (9V in the diagram) connects to the high side (positive or anode side) of the LED-resistor pairs. 
      The return side (negative or cathode side) of the pairs are tied together to a common return wire that runs back to point A of the board.
      NEVER connect VIN OR POWER in ANY way to point A under ANY circumstances or you risk damaging your board!

B:  This point is where you will connect one set of LEDs. Multiple LEDs in parallel (up to 12) can be connected to this channel as 
      shown above. The primary power line (9V in the diagram) connects to the high side (positive or anode side) of the LED-resistor pairs. 
      The return side (negative or cathode side) of the pairs are tied together to a common return wire that runs back to point B of the board.
      NEVER connect VIN OR POWER in ANY way to point B under ANY circumstances or you risk damaging your board!

C:  This point is where you will connect one set of LEDs. Multiple LEDs in parallel (up to 12) can be connected to this channel as 
      shown above. The primary power line (9V in the diagram) connects to the high side (positive or anode side) of the LED-resistor pairs. 
      The return side (negative or cathode side) of the pairs are tied together to a common return wire that runs back to point C of the board.
      NEVER connect VIN OR POWER in ANY way to point C under ANY circumstances or you risk damaging your board!

D:  This point is where you will connect an optional jumper wire to ground to select different effects modes for the board. A breakdown 
       of the different modes and which points to jumper or leave disconnected can be found below. If you need to jumper this point,
       connect/solder one end of a wire to point D, and then run the other end of your wire to the ground of your circuit. You can also install 
       an optional in line switch, so that you can jumper point D or disconnect it at will. This switch must be a latching push-button or 
       toggle type. Note that changing this state will NOT register until the board is re-powered. 
       NEVER connect VIN OR POWER in ANY way to point D under ANY circumstances or you risk damaging your board!

E:  This point is where you will connect an optional jumper wire to ground to select different effects modes for the board. A breakdown 
      of the different modes and which pins to jumper or leave disconnected can be found below. If you need to jumper this point,
      connect/solder one end of a wire to point E, and then run the other end of your wire to the ground of your circuit. You can also install 
      an optional in line switch, so that you can jumper point E or disconnect it at will. This switch must be a latching push-button or 
      toggle type. Note that changing this state will NOT register until the board is re-powered. 
      NEVER connect VIN OR POWER in ANY way to point D under ANY circumstances or you risk damaging your board!

RALF Effects - Mode Selection

Point D Point E Mode Name Effect

Disconnected Disconnected 1 Fire Flickering

Jumper to Ground Disconnected 2 Lights Glitching and Brightness Jumps

Disconnected Jumper to Ground 3 Aliens Slow, Slightly Random Fading

Jumper to Ground Jumper to Ground 4 Reactors Faster and More Random Fading

Fire Mode (Mode 1): In this mode, all three channels A, B and C will produce a flickering effect to simulate fire, engine thrusters, etc. 
This effect is desynchronized across all three channels and will run as long as the board has power.

Lights Mode (Mode 2): In this mode, all three channels A, B and C will produce a glitching effect and jumps in brightness from off, to 
dim, bright and combinations thereof. This is to simulate failing lights and power. There is some amount of pattern and repeatability, but 
this effect is desynchronized across all three channels and will run as long as the board has power.

Aliens Mode (Mode 3): In this mode, all three channels A, B and C will produce a slow and deliberate fade, with very slight differences 
to the amount of time for each individual fade. This is to simulate the ominous glowing of invading aliens or emerging monsters and 
horror scenes. As such, the effect across all three channels will occasionally sync and de-sync in pseudo-random patterns, and will run as 
long as the board has power. You may notice some very slight jumps in brightness at the absolute beginning or end of a fade. This is 
simply due to the nature of the control circuitry and is normal. Diffusion of your LEDs should help to make this disappear, in most cases.

Reactors Mode (Mode 4): In this mode, all three channels A, B and C will produce faster and more random fading, with larger 
differences to the amount of time for each individual fade. This is to simulate the faster, more intense pulsing of reactors and other power 
sources. As such, the effect across all three channels will more quickly sync and de-sync in pseudo-random patterns, and will run as long 
as the board has power.

A link to a demo video showing the effects in detail can be found at the end of these instructions.
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It is CRITICAL that ALL THE CONNECTIONS TO THE LEDs AND YOUR WIRING ARE INSULATED FROM EACH 
OTHER AND DO NOT TOUCH, or you could short and potentially damage the circuit!

For proper, soldered connections on you LED-resistor pairs, you should first solder one of the resistor leads to the ANODE(+) of the 
LED. Then, solder your hookup wire to the other resistor lead and secure the whole thing with heat shrink tubing. Use your soldering iron,
heat gun, lighter or similar heat source to carefully shrink the tubing and insulate the connections. Then solder another piece of hookup 
wire to the CATHODE (-) of the LED and secure with heat shrink. SECTION 4 covers some of the aspects of soldering in more detail.

Once all the connections are made, you simply apply power to the circuit and it should immediately begin running. Be sure to double 
check that no connections are touching or are shorted before you apply power. You can use hot glue on the underside of the board to 
secure it wherever you need to.

SECTION 3 (ADVANCED):   It is also possible to use this board to drive RGB LEDs to produce color mixing effects. RGB 
LEDs contain three diodes: typically a red, green and blue diode in the same package. Thus, the 
colors can also be mixed to produce cyan, magenta, greenish-yellow and cool white, depending on
which of the elements are lit.

Since the RALF board has three channels itself – A, B and C – each channel can be used used to drive a particular color of an RGB LED. 
However, if you choose to try and wire RGB LEDs to the board,   they MUST be of the   COMMON ANODE   type  . That is, the common   
pin must be the anode, or common positive pin. A schematic showing and example circuit with two RGB LEDs is shown below.
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As seen in the schematic above, the color pins of each RGB LED can swapped across different channels on the board. For instance, the 
red pin of one RGB LED and the blue pin of another can be run to point A of the board. By running different colors to different points, 
each RGB LED can produce differing color mixes. If you decide to connect up RGB LEDs in this way, then you can have a MAXIMUM 
of 12 RGB LEDs connected to the RALF board, making sure that each color pin is properly resistored for the voltage you are using, as 
discussed in Section 2. 

Understand that this is a more advanced use of the RALF board and will require more complex wiring and layout of your circuit. 
So, some experience working with LED circuits and RGB LEDs is highly encouraged.

SECTION 4:    Our circuit, as with most circuits, does require some amount of soldering, so we will discuss that briefly here.

First, a good quality soldering iron is a must, preferably a station with temperature control. Soldering temperatures need not be extreme. 
The author has had his iron set to about 600F (~320C) for a long time without any issues. Use of a “screwdriver” style iron tip is also 
helpful. It will transfer heat more effectively than a pointed tip that has a much smaller area of contact.

Flux is also critical. Flux cleans away any oxidation and helps the solder flow over the areas it needs to go, so make sure you are using 
solder that has a flux core. Keep in mind that lead free solders require higher temperatures to solder properly. 60/40 Tin-Lead Rosin core 
solder is quite common and effective. A tub of Rosin flux is also useful for applying flux directly to what needs soldering.

It is important to coat your iron tip with a thin layer of solder before getting to work. Sometimes called “tinning” or “pre-tinning.” This 
helps heat transfer more efficiently and reduce oxidation due to high temperatures. When soldering with wires or resistor/LED leads, it is 
also a good idea to pre-tin them as well before actually soldering them together. Our board connections should already be pre-tinned.

For joining pre-tinned wires, first take both ends you wish to solder and either bring them together or twist them together. Put a small dab 
of solder onto your tinned iron tip and make contact with the wires on the underside of the joint. Let the wires heat for a few seconds and 
then touch your solder wire to the joint. The solder should melt and wick into and around the joint. Remove the solder wire and then the 
iron and wait for the joint to cool and the solder to solidify. The process is very similar to soldering wire to LED and resistor leads. A set 
of helping hands to hold the wires and leads in place can also be quite useful.

For soldering wire to a circuit board, first take your hookup wire and insert it into the PCB’s thru-hole point from the top side down. This 
way, you can solder on the underside of the board and avoid accidentally damaging components on the top side with your iron tip. Make 
sure your iron tip is pre-tinned and apply a small dab of solder to it. Bring the tip into contact with both the hookup wire and solder pad of
the board, waiting a couple of seconds to heat them up. Then touch the solder wire to the joint, trying to avoid touching the iron tip. The 
solder should wick and flow around the wire and the pad. Remove the solder wire and then the iron and let the joint cool and solidify.

We have published a demo video of this circuit on the HLI YouTube channel. You can grab the link to it HERE or from the QR code 
below. The product page on the HLI Shop should also have a link to the demo video and these instructions, if you misplace them. There 
are also plenty of YouTube videos and online articles on how to solder wires and leads together, as well as soldering to circuit boards. You
can also purchase soldering practice kits from Amazon and eBay to try out before committing to our board.

We thank you once again for purchasing the HLIFX_002 - RALF Control Board and hope it serves you well! If you have any questions, 
please feel free to contact us!

Relevant HLI links and contact info:
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Be sure to check back at the Hobby Link International Shop often for other lighting kits and control boards that we will be producing. And
if you haven’t already, stop by the main Hobby Link International website, and especially our community forums. There are lots of great, 
friendly people over there with subjects to cover almost every aspect of scale modeling!

Cheers,
Spencer Wolfe –  Design and Testing                                                                                                                  
Tom Conklin –  Design and Assembly
Kenny Conklin –  Resident “Stress Test” ;) and Sales
Paul Tosney –  Procurement and Sales 

Warranty Disclaimer (Light & Sound Kits) 

Warranty 
Thank you for your interest in the products and services of Hobby Link International. 

This Limited Warranty applies to physical goods in our light & sound kits purchased from Hobby Link International (the "Physical 
Goods"). 

What does this limited warranty cover? 
This Limited Warranty covers any defects in material or workmanship under normal use during the Warranty Period. 

During the Warranty Period, Hobby Link International will repair or replace, at no charge, products or parts of a product that proves 
defective because of improper material or workmanship, under normal use and maintenance. 

What will we do to correct problems? 
Hobby Link International will either repair or replace the Product at no charge, using new or refurbished replacement parts. 

How long does the coverage last? 
The Warranty Period for Physical Goods purchased from Hobby Link International is 10 years from the date of purchase.
A replacement Physical Good or part assumes the remaining warranty of the original Physical Good. 

What does this limited warranty not cover? 
This Limited Warranty does not cover any problem that is caused by: 

● conditions, malfunctions or damage not resulting from defects in material or workmanship 

What do you have to do? 
To obtain warranty service, you must first contact us via info@hobbylinkinternational.com to determine the problem and the most 
appropriate solution for you. 
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